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Abstract- The drug manufacturing organizations use label on the drug packages with an encrypted code and the consumer first needs to 

scratch off the label, and then to type the code and send to the system, which requires a lot of user involvement. To overcome these 

problem, we have using NFC. Near Field Communication (NFC) is a set of short-range wireless technologies, typically requiring a 

distance of 4cm or less to initiate a connection. NFC allows you to share small payloads of data between an NFC tag and an Android-

powered device. Manufacture company manufacture the machine and store some important information in NFC tag such as manufacture 

date, expire date, tag id etc. This medicine information also stores in Information server. The information server divides the information 

some important information store in authentication server and the medicine information store in database server. The medicine sends to 

the dealer. The dealer read the information from NFC tag using his mobile and send to the authentication server for the verification 

purpose. The medicine sends to the sub dealer.  The sub dealer read the information from NFC tag using his mobile and send to the 

authentication server for the verification purpose. The medicine sends to the shop owner. The shop owner read the information from NFC 

tag using his mobile and send to the authentication server for the verification purpose. The user read the information and check if it is 

verified or not and then the system provides some basic information about the medicine.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

    Drugs are classified in various ways. One of the key divisions is by level of control, which distinguishes prescription drugs. 

Another key distinction is between traditional small-molecule drugs, usually derived from chemical synthesis, 

and biopharmaceuticals, which include recombinant proteins, vaccines, blood products used therapeutically, gene 

therapy, monoclonal antibodies and cell therapy. The World Health Organization keeps a list of essential medicines. 

Governments generally regulate what drugs can be marketed, how drugs are marketed, and in some jurisdictions, drug pricing. 

It will be processed through the NFC. Near-field communication (NFC) is a set of communication protocols that enable two 

electronic devices, one of which is usually a portable device such as a smartphone, to establish communication by bringing 

them within 4 cm (1.6 in) of each other. NFC devices are used in contactless payment systems, similar to those used in credit 

cards and electronic ticket smartcards and allow mobile payment to replace/supplement these systems. 

 

         

II. KEY EXCHANGE 

 After Registration and Login, we need to exchange the shared secrets key and verify the Keys. The Key Exchange process is 

done by the Authentication server, Database server and Information server by help of the Diffie-Hellman algorithm. The usage 

of key exchange process is security, to verify whether the three servers or authorized server or unauthorized server. In our 

process we need to communicate with three servers so we need to check the servers is authenticated or not. Before communicate 

the three servers, each server should check the secret key is established or not. If the secret key is not established the 

communication server is not an authenticated server, we don’t communicate with that server. If the secret key is established the 

server is secure and authenticate then start the process. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We present a new authentication scheme for medicine distribution system in IOT Environment. The proposed scheme -has 

the ability to authenticate medicine dosage forms online by the help of mobile device. The proposed scheme is also capable to 

prevent the counterfeiting of medicine dosage forms. It further provides secure mutual authentication between the NFC tag 

placed on a dosage form and the server. We have using three servers. They are authentication server, database server, 

information server. The Information server sends the information to authentication server and database server. It transfers the 
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sensitive information. The server sends raw information the attacker can easily find and change the information. So we 

implemented the Diffie-Hellman Algorithm for encryption technique. The information convert into cipher text and transfer to 

the another server. We provide a basic information of particular medicine like as generic name, side effects, interactions, 

precautions which is useful for users.  

 

Fig. 1  Architecture of Secure authentication  

 

 

 

 

 

A.  Login, Registration 

 

 The registration process will apply for five categories of users.  

1. Manufacturer 

2. Dealer 

3. Sub Dealer 

4. Shop Owner 

5. User                     

The above five categories of user should provide our basic information and company details. Each 

categories of user should login our separate page. 
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B. Drug Details 

 

The Drug details are a user part. The user should view complete information about the particular tablet.  To know the 

drug detail, we need to we have the tablet information in our server. The user should search the tablet name and get the tablet 

details of drug name, drug generic name, the usage of the drug, side effect of the drug, precautions of the drug.  

 

 

C. NFC Update and Authenticate 

i. The testing phase implemented with the data from the user. In this module Manufacturer should fill 

the dosage form and write the NFC tag for that tablet bundle and update the information server. The 

information server is providing the needed information to authentication server and updates the tablet 

full details to database server. The NFC tag having the information about the tablet (i.e.) the tablet 

manufacturing date and expire date and delivery date. After set the NFC the manufacturer sends the 

tablet to authenticated dealer.  

ii. The dealer should receive the tablet and read the NFC tag information and send to authentication 

server. The authentication server checks the tag information and update database server after update 

send the response to dealer. If the information is valid the dealer sends the tablet to sub dealer.  

iii. The sub dealer receives the tablet and read the NFC tag and sends to authentication server. The 

authentication server is check the information and update the database server and sends the response 

to sub dealer. After getting the success response from authentication server the sub dealer sends the 

tablet to shop owner. 

iv. The shop owner receives the tablet and read the NFC tag and send the NFC tag information to 

authentication server. The authentication severs check the tag information and update the database 

server. After update the database server send response to shop owner. After getting positive response 

from authentication server shop owner deliver the tablet.  

v. Finally, table is reached to user. Then the user read the NFC tag information and sends to 

authentication server. Authentication server checks the information and sends the response to user. 
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D. Conclusion 

 

 

A new authentication scheme for medicine distribution system in IOT environment is put forward for 

medicine’s dosage forms. The proposed scheme is shown to be secure against various known attacks. We have 

implemented in our process we need to communicate with three servers and secret key is generated. Each user sends to 

the authentication server for the verification purpose. The user should view complete information about the particular 

tablet.  
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